How Do You Do B2B Prospecting? LinkedIn
Company Scraper “Try Demo”
Almost, 70% of B2B sales and Marketers say that generating high-quality b2b
leads are one of their biggest challenges for their b2b businesses. Yes, it’s not
surprising. B2B Lead generation is hard in this competitive b2b prospecting world.
If you wait until your “b2b sales lead pipeline” is empty to start new B2B
prospecting, you'll end up anxious to find new b2b leads. You will end up wasting
your valuable time and energy on b2b leads that aren't a great fit for your b2b
business or company solution. The only best way around this is to B2B prospects.
Your business sales and marketing team should always be in need of targeted
b2b prospecting for new or even established b2b business, even when times or
sales are good. There are many methods that you and your b2b sales and
marketing team can use to reach to engage with other top decision-makers in b2b
companies that fit your business sales and marketing.
In this article, I will tell you how most b2b companies do B2B prospecting in big
countries like the USA, UK, Australia, Canada, and many others that will also help
you to keep your sales pipeline full.

Why B2B prospecting or B2 does B lead Data be
Important for b2b Business?
Quality b2b leads data is like the fuel for your b2b business. When you collect b2b
leads data from any best source then some percentage of b2b leads will convert
into proficient customers. When the proportion of b2b leads data is too small but
quality-wise is high then it can be the best source to find the best or interested
clients with minimum b2b lead generation efforts.
For targeted b2b leads data you need the best online source like LinkedIn and
sales navigator. Research proved that almost 80% of b2b businesses are using
LinkedIn for targeted b2b leads generation with any best LinkedIn Scraping Tools.

What makes LinkedIn the best source of b2b leads data?
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•
80% of b2b marketers are using LinkedIn for b2b leads generation and they
are saying that LinkedIn is the important social network for B2B sales and
marketers and b2b leads generation experts. They are using LinkedIn Company
Extractor for automatically scraping b2b leads data from LinkedIn and sales
navigator.

•
LinkedIn has defeated all other social media networking sites like Facebook,
Twitter, and Pinterest, etc in terms of b2b leads generation.
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But how can you use LinkedIn for collecting emails and
phone numbers?
LinkedIn and sales navigator is a pleasantly best online social media networking
site for the best quality b2b leads generation. If you run an online b2b business
then LinkedIn can help you in boosting your b2b sales leads.
For boosting b2b leads data from LinkedIn and sales navigators like emails and
phone numbers you must need to grow your 1st-degree network on LinkedIn.
LinkedIn provides targeted email ids and phone numbers to its 1st-degree
connection only. So for boosting email addresses and phone numbers from
LinkedIn you need to grow your 1st-degree connections by connecting your
targeted businesses or companies while introducing yourself. Boosting b2b leads
data from LinkedIn with valid and targeted emails or phone numbers can fasten
your targeted b2b leads generation process.

Which is the best tool to collect or export b2b leads data from
LinkedIn and sales navigator to Excel?
Yes, there are many tools available for the automatic collection of b2b leads data
from LinkedIn and sales navigator. You need to use LinkedIn Scraper because
LinkedIn consists of complex and huge data more than 720 million profiles around
the world in almost 200 plus countries that’s why you cannot collect leads data
from LinkedIn manually one by one.
For saving valuable time you need to collect the b2b leads data with a LinkedIn
scraper. LinkedIn Email Scraper can scrape quality b2b leads data from
LinkedIn and sales navigator automatically based on your business keywords and
requirements. So, use the best LinkedIn Company Extractor for scraping b2b leads
data from LinkedIn and sales navigator.
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Why do you need to use LinkedIn Company Extractor
For b2b leads data?
•
By using this LinkedIn b2b leads data extractor you can scrape or export
important b2b leads data such as LinkedIn profile link, Business Name, Contact
information (email, phone number available on Google), Company Size, Followers,
Website, and Year founded Industry, company type, Specialties, Address,
postcode, and Country name, etc from LinkedIn and sales navigator.
•
LinkedIn Company Extractor is the best tool that has the best easy-to-use
interface with the best and deep search criteria with different and possible search
filters for valid search results to boost up your b2b sales leads data.
•
With LinkedIn Email Extractor you can search and extract the targeted
and quality b2b leads data from all LinkedIn profiles of a targeted LinkedIn search
result or only the company’s profiles with publicly published or targeted email
addresses.
•
You can use the demo to purchase the full software version key. In the
Demo Version, you can see all the hidden benefits of LinkedIn Scraper. After
purchasing the LinkedIn Company scraper it is instantly ready-to-use for scraping
b2b lead data without any coding or programming knowledge.
•
LinkedIn Company Extractor can export b2b leads data in the format such
as .xlsx, .csv, (opens in excel) .txt files, and much more.
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